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Faceted search (FS) is standard

Facets are annotations of flat documents
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Faceted Search in Semantic Web

★ RDF model: graph structure, not flat documents

★ but FS is an intuitive way to explore RDF data
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Foundation of FS over RDF
[Arenas et al., 2016]: characterisation of FS queries in First-Order Logic
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★ monadic

★ tree-shaped

★ with all disjuncts in a disjunctive sub-query being 

monadic and sharing the same free variable

[Arenas et al., 2016]: FQs can be evaluated in PTIME

Faceted Query (FQ) is a Positive Existential Query that is

Foundation of FS over RDF
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More realistic data

This work: Extended Faceted Queries and their static analysis
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More features for FS needed

Smartphones with price between £500 and £900 

need for comparison atoms:
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More features for FS needed

Smartphones with the maximal price of £500

need for aggregate atoms:

with count, min, max, sum, avg
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More features for FS needed

Find smartphones with processors produced by North American companies

need for simple recursion that is UI friendly:
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More features for FS queries needed
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Query answering: key idea for basic FQs

★monadic tree-shaped conjunctive queries can be answered in PTIME [Yannakakis]

★disjunctive sub-queries can be answered in bottom-up fashion

Given:

Compute:

RDF graph      and faceted query

answer set

1. compute and

2. store the union of the results in a new class and add to

3. replace with in

runs in PTIME
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Query answering: similar idea for Extended FQs

1. Code away comparison and aggregate atoms, just like with disjunctive sub-queries:

★ replace each such atom with free variable by in

★ add to , where an atom in and

★ add to , where an atom in and

Result of step 1: reduced to answering FQs with reachability
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Query answering: similar idea for Extended FQs

2. Monadic tree-shaped conjunctive queries with reachability atoms can be answered 

in linear time

since they are strongly acyclic conjunctive regular path queries [Barcelo,2013]

3. Treat disjunctive sub-queries as for basic FQs: bottom up procedure

Theorem: Query answering in Extended Faceted 

Queries can be solved in PTIME.
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Static analysis: containment and equivalence

is contained in for everyif

main motivation: query optimisation

has not been studied for basic Faceted Queries

is equivalent to for everyif

the two problems are interreducible:
iff and

iff
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Static analysis: containment and equivalence

Main result: Containment for Extended Faceted 

Queries  is coNP-complete

★ hardness already holds for basic Faceted Queries:

reduction from complement of 3SAT

is satisfiable  iff

★ hardness also holds for conjunctive Faceted Queries with and
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Idea for upper bound

★ replace each atom                 by            and                  by              in the input FQs

★ consider reachable-closed graphs

★ consider generalised graphs: at each node store only the aggregate values of its 

children

Small counter-example property: If there is a counter-example,

there is a generalised reachable-closed graph of polynomial size

that is also a counter-example 
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Containment: tractable cases

Theorem: Containment is in PTIME for

★ conjunctive FQs with comparison and aggregate atoms, and 

★ conjunctive FQs with comparison and aggregate atoms, and 

Idea: checking tree homomorphism
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Restriction on disjunction is crucial

Recall: in FQs all disjuncts in a disjunctive sub-query are monadic and share the same 

free variable

Theorem: Containment for monadic tree-shaped for 

Positive Existential Queries is       -complete
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Summary and Future Work

★ we have extended Faceted Queries with new features

• comparisons

• aggregates

• reachability

★ query answering remains tractable

★ containment problem for various fragments of Extended FQs

★ future work: FQs with negation; Extended FQs in presence of ontologies

★ we have implemented those features (+ranking of facets) in SemFacet

https://github.com/semfacet
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Thank you!


